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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this work is to study theoretically the dominant me-

chanism in the population distribution between n=2 of Li and He 
levels. To be able to account for the experimental findups, 'ab-
initio1 calculations have been performed. These calculations take 
into account both the rotational and radial couplings. 

INTRODUCTION 
The collisional system Li+-He has been studied since 1972, from 

the experimental (ref.l) and theoretical (ref.2) points of view. 
The main reason is that such a system provides a typical example 
of K-K closed shells interations. There has been several reports 
on electronic excitations of He (Is nl) and on charge transfer pro-

* 2 + cesses Li (Is nl) with or without electronic excitation of He . 
Active electrons in the collisional process are those from He 

since the electron from Li are more strongly bound and no signifi-
cant Li+ excitation is observed in the low-medium energy range 
(1-50 kev). 

Preceeding work (ref.2) has shown that the main excitation me-
chanism is the rotational coupling between the 2po and 2pir orbitals 
at short internuclear distances (R <laQ), then when the lowest ir 
orbital is populated, there is a sharing process at larger distan-
ces which populates all the outgoing channels. Recent experimental 
measurements (ref.l) on coherence and polarization of light emit-

2 2 1 ted by Li (.Is 2p P) and He (ls2p P) states, show surprisingly 
different evolution with energy for the angular charge distribution 
shape in the two atoms. The purpose of this work is to perform the 
theoretical study of the population sharing between the n=2 levels 
of the He (.direct excitation) and Li (excitation with charge trans-
fer) atoms: 
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THEORETICAL METHOD 
Due to the small energy difference between the n=2 energy levels 

in this system, the population sharing processes are expected to 
occur at large internuclear distances. For this reason we do the 
hypothesis that this long range process can be treated independen-
tly from the primary (short range) excitation transition. 

Looking at the qualitative diabatic molecular orbitals (MO) dia-
gram (see Fig. 1), one can choose the mono and diexcited states 
that would play a role in the collisional process. In a first step 
we have studied the states which correspond to mono-excitation from 
the ground state since there is strong experimental evidence that 
(ref.3) double excitation processes are only important in the high 
energy range. For these large internuclear distances the states are 
described as single configuration wave functions built from frozen 
atonic orbitals (using the Projected Valence Bond method (ref.4)). 

r 

Fig. 1. Schematic MO correlation diagram for the Li+- He system 

We used an "ad hoc" C.G.T.O. basis set (.Table 1) to achieve a 
balanced description of ground state energy and virtual orbitals. 



The frozen atomic orbitals axe orthogonalized by the Sclrfmdt 
method in the following order = lsLi, l s ^ , 2sjJ±r 2 sHe' 2pLi' 2p] 
3sLi' 3sHe' 3pLi' 3pHe-
TABLE 1 
The C.G.T.O. basis set: (6s 3p) for Li, (8s4p) for He. 

Li (6s) (3p) He (8s) (4p) 
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The excited atomic orbitals are obtained by a technical proce-
dure optimizing the virtual orbitals ( ref.5). The following sin-
gle configurations,mono-excited molecular states have been used: 
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Fig. 2 shows the results obtained for energies and off diagonal 
matrix element of the electronic Hamiltonian H el* 
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Fig. 2. Potential energies and H ^ off-diagonal matrix elements 
from FAO calculations. 

Since the above methods not yield fully diabatic states in the 
Smith sense (ref.6) the radial coupling <d/dR> have been evaluated, 
by using a Taylor series expansion (ref.7) with respect to the in— 
ternuclear distance. The rotational couplings between Z and II 
states have been also calculated. As the dynamical couplings are 
origin dependent (due to the "electronic transfer factor", ETF, 
whiph are not taken into account here) and can affect the collisio-
nal results (ref«8), four kinds of calculation have been performed 
with different coordinate origin (see Fig. 3). 

For the scattering problem we consider the 7 states ( 5Z states 
and 211 states) presented above. The corresponding first order cou-
pled differential equations of the impact parameter method are sol-
ved for various impact parameters and energies (0.5 a < p < 1.2 a 
1 kev < E, , < 25 kev). o - o 
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Fig. 3. The sensitivity of the parameter y to the coordinate origin 
versus the collision energy for the impact parameter b = 0.55 
a Q (a) results for origin at, CM, Li center, He 
center, -.-.-. mixed calculation where the origin is Li if the'dy-
namical coupling are between Li orbitals. He if they are between 
He orbitals and CM if they are between Li and He orbitals. (b) re-
sults for y_ with the same convention. He 

As shown above, the population sharing is expected to occur at 
large distances and the population of the 2pII state is known (ref.2) 
to be finished at R = 2a0. In this case, it is a good approximation 
to solve the coupled equations for a half collision by giving the 
initial conditions (obtained from the primary mechanism) on the 
sphere R = 2a0. The transition probabilities for the different le-
vels n=2 and the polarization are calculated for the energy range 
above mentionned. We present on Fig. 4 the comparison between the 



preliminary theoretical and experimental values of the parameters 
Y defined as: tan2y= P2/P1, where : 

P x = 2X—1, P- 2(A(l-A))1/2cosX» , 2,, 2 , 2. X = a z / ( a z + a n } ' 
aj. and a n being the respective amplitude for the Li (2 P) and 
He (2"*"P) levels, and x = arg Can/as) . 
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Fig.. 4. Comparison of the theoretical Yt-»Yh (mixed calculation) 
at b = 0.5 a Q with the experimental value. 
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